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About This Game

"Long, long ago, the elven sorcerers cast a spell to save the floating world of Ara Fell from destruction. Instead, they doomed it to
fall from the sky. By chance, the fate of the world has been placed in the hands of a young woman. Join her as she and her

friends endeavor against all odds to save their homeland, all while the clock ticks ever nearer the final hour..."

Ara Fell combines the best parts of Japanese-style roleplaying games with the best parts of western RPGs, as well as including
elements of visual novels and adventure games to create a truly unique experience. Atmosphere, emotion and surprise lie at the
forefront of Ara Fell's story, driven by deep and accessible characters, each with his or her own past, their own desires and their

own motivations for joining Lita's quest. Relive the golden age of the RPG with a game that both pays homage to the past
greats, as well as blazing its own trail.
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EXPLORATION - Ara Fell is a world meant to be explored! Jump, crawl, swim and even fly through the air to solve
puzzles and discover new locations filled with hidden treasure, secrets and adventure! Every corner of Ara Fell is
designed with exploration in mind.

OPEN WORLD - Most of the world can be explored from the moment you leave Aloria Village, the heroine's home
town... provided, of course, you're strong enough. A clever explorer may be able unlock secrets and discover powerful
equipment early in the game if he or she commits to taking advantage of the open nature of the game world.

TACTICAL COMBAT - Ara Fell may be a story-heavy game, but the world is still fraught with danger. Choose
specialized equipment and statistics, customizing each character to best suit your play style, and to best thwart each boss
battle's unique mechanics.

CHARACTER DRIVEN - When you join Ara Fell's unwitting heroine on her quest to save her homeland, you'll
discover a world filled with vibrant characters who laugh, cry, crack jokes, lose their tempers, and even their will to go
on as the size and scope of the curse that plagues Ara Fell becomes apparent. Friends and villains alike are not who they
seem as the stakes grow ever higher...
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You can stand on pigs, best game ever 10/10

(In all seriousness it is terrible. i drove a tractor for 10 minutes and that was the highlight.). 10\/10 banned for abusive voice chat
on CS:GO. the cammera angle gives you the feeling you're craning your neck, the flow of combat and objectives feels clunky
and arbitrary, the asthetics are meh.. A mild, yet distinct little game. The perfect complement to a light dinner and a walk home.

I think the game could benefit from a catalogue of wines so you can see how your wines performed previously and then improve
on that. It's not much different to write it down outside of the game, so why not have it as a feature?. This game is completely
different out of VR compared to in. The one thing that the modes both have in common is that the putting is cancer. The VR is
pretty good otherwise. It's simple and can be fun if you need a quick golf fix. For the price on sale it's good. They need a demo
for this game to see if you truly want it.
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Don't bother.
The menu UI is horrible, the bus controls are all over the place and it won't detect my g29 wheel. And the Community Hub has
disappeared. Well I can't access it on steam or steam on Chrome.. game works well., the game has a rewind and fast foward
button.

Is the game good, i suppose,

in second level after the frist boss you will encounter energy drainers those are the killer for this game I totally hate them.
I can understand why they did this but honestly they drain far too much energy which you need for your sheld and health.

Your shield = health.

Health = How many shoots you have

Getting to second boss was okish.

Got to second boss and found it far too crappy to even try to use the beam shot which you get before that level, boses move
around like they are trying to dodge you but your too busy to even concentrate on them because of the bullethell type game you
dodging bullets just trying to get though and survive long enough to kill the boss.

Gave up, going to uninstall, Thanks for game... Compared to the previous chapter of Heroes Rise, The Hero Project really
seems limited in the choices you can make, to the point where it doesn't seem to make a difference what you do. In addition to
the plot being largely all over the place and difficult to follow, it's really just a weak follow-up to The Prodigy.. First of all, hi
everyone, I got this game for 2.40\u20ac just out of curiosity.
Now about the game...

I'll start with the misleading installation size. Its not 70GB, its 0.7GB. The content is as expected.
Fun fact, the game shows compatibility with oculus only, but in the menus it shows the controller's functions on a vive
controller.
Now the touch controllers... are used as buttons. Oh and center the view.
The movement control is non-exstant, sort of railed shooter type.
The targeting is done with the head. There is an always out of focus crosshair to help you shoot and give you a headache in the
process, as a bonus. Also, if you shoot with both guns (one controller, one button), the projectiles hit each other before reaching
the enemy, so you have to pull the 2nd trigger with a small delay.
The sound in the game, I cannot tell because there wasn't any. For some reason everything was silent.
I ONLY played the first level, fighting some pathetic walkers with glitching legs, and once I reached the immaginary finish line,
the game froze displaying "victory" on the top side of the hud.

IMO, keep away. I'm uninstalling.. great game.. get the crane hook fixed cuz every time i try to build a crane i come to this
stupid hook that when i play it kills itself and the block its on
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